PRESS AGENTS SAY "T" STANDS FOR "TITUS"—BUT THOSE IN THE KNOW CALL HIM "TAMMANY." LOOKS LIKE AN ALLEY-CAT, BUT REALLY A TIGER. LONG AGO GAVE UP CHOP-LICKING FOR BOOT-LICKING.

"Tammany" often poses as a liberal. His "New-Deal" bid is just a stacking of the cards.


Tammany Educational Record Includes:

1. College administrations headed by Robinson and Colligan.
2. Budgetary slashes at expense of educational facilities and teachers' salaries.
3. Overcrowded class-rooms, "cheap labor" education.
4. Loyalty Oath legislation a la Ives and McNaboe.
5. Defeat of Child Labor Amendment.
TIGER TAMERS:

FORWARD LOOKING PEOPLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN OUR CITY'S HISTORY HAVE UNITED TO DEFEAT REACTION. THEY ARE OUT TO BAG THE TIGER! THIS PROGRESSIVE FRONT INCLUDES THE AMERICAN LABOR PARTY, THE COMMUNIST PARTY, THE FUSION PARTY, PROGRESSIVES WITHIN THE DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN PARTIES, AND OTHER PROGRESSIVE GROUPS.

Students and all young people will help themselves only if they help build and become part of the united forces of progress, the growing People's Front movement to defeat reaction and better the conditions of the people. Only in this way will the corrupt and reactionary rule of Tammany Hall be stopped.

AMERICAN LABOR PARTY

THE AMERICAN LABOR PARTY IS THE BEGINNING OF SUCH A PEOPLE'S FRONT

Though only one year old, this prodigy shows signs of progress that neighbors say is amazing . . . is cutting teeth by chewing at tin-boxes.

Has definite ideas on education:

"...for a great, free, public education founded on liberal thought, which will serve at all times as a barrier and bulwark against the savage medieval doctrines of force and fascism . . . The City must bring the school system to the point where overcrowding of classrooms will be eliminated and the problems of an adequate teaching staff will be met" . . .

Candidates for the ALP are pro-labor, will help increase wages, eliminate slums, increase home relief, WPA, and extend the National Youth Administration.
PEOPLES CHAMPIONS!

Communist Party Candidates: AMTER
CACCHIONE
BEGUN
CROSBIE

IF ELECTED TO CITY COUNCIL will guarantee that progressive issues will be raised and fought for. Will give aid to all progressive candidates and promise full support for an A.L.P. program. If elected will fight for:

1. Legislation for free public graduate study.
2. Shifting of the tax burden from poor to rich, including an economically sound fiscal program with proper attention to education.
3. Unrestricted right to organize, strike and picket.

Students!
Vote Communist, ALP, And Other Progressive Candidates
YOUTH MARCHES ON

Join The YCL

Name .............................................
Address .......................................... 
School .............................................

Young Communist League
New York State
50 E. 13 St., New York City
I would like to have more information about the Young Communist League □
I would like to join the Young Communist League □